Use your work from last
lesson on Treatment & Care
• Start planning an answer to one of
the questions on the sheet

Explain why there were change in methods of treating illness and caring for the sick in the 20th century. You may use the following in your answer: individuals,
government (12 marks).
Point

Individuals

Government

Evidence

Explain

This led to change in methods of treating
illness/caring for the sick because…

This led to change in methods of treating
illness/caring for the sick because…

This led to change in methods of treating
illness/caring for the sick because…

‘Treatment of diseases and care of the sick completely changed after 1800’. How far do you agree with this statement?
You may use the following in your answer:
-magic bullets
-the NHS
Point

Magic bullets (agree/disagree)

The NHS (agree/disagree)

Evidence

Explain

This shows that…

This shows that…

Conclusion: How far do you agree? Why is your view stronger than the other side? Weigh up and analyse

This shows that…

What are these?
What do they have in common?
How is this different to prevention
of illness in the 19th century?

c/wk

Key words:

Preventing disease and illness in the 20th
century

Date

Explain why there was rapid progress in disease prevention after c.1900. You may use the following in your answer: - Government intervention –vaccinations. You must also use information of your own
(12 marks)
Point

Government intervention (attitude/life style campaigns/legislation)
p.113 & 114 & 115

THINK – YOU NEED TO COME UP WITH YOUR OWN POINT WHAT HAS HELPED PEOPLE AVOID DISEASES SUCH AS
BREAST CANCER? HEREDUTARY DISEASES?

Vaccinations
p.114

Evidence

For example

For example

For example

Government legislation (3 facts)
Lifestyle campaigns (4 facts)

Diptheria (5 facts)
6-7 pieces of specific pieces of evidence needed about
reason can be bullet pointed but needs to be specific

Polio (6 facts)
Other vaccines (3 facts)

Explain

This shows that…

This shows that…

This shows that…

Explain why this led to ‘rapid progress in disease prevention’.
You must practice the explanation – write in full.

Explain why this led to ‘rapid progress in disease prevention’.
You must practice the explanation – write in full.

Explain why this led to ‘rapid progress in disease
prevention’. You must practice the explanation – write in
full.

If this had been a 16 mark question that said ‘Government
intervention was the main reason why there was rapid progress
in disease prevention’. Explain how far you agree with this
statement.
Write your conclusion
I agree/disagree because…

PURPLE BOOK:
Explain one way in which prevention of disease and illness was
different in 1750 from the present day (4 marks)
Tips
• Think about differences between periods as
this is what you’re being asked.
• Keep answer brief – only 4 marks.
• Identify a differences for 1-2 marks i.e. how
disease was prevented
• Explain reasons for difference/add back ip
for 3-4 marks i.e. this is because…
Self assessment 1 – 2 marks
difference identified
3 – 4 marks difference explained &
backed up with knowledge from each
period
WWW
EBI

Writing frame

There were differences in
the way that disease was
prevented in 1750 and
present day.
In 1750 they…This was
because… (give reason
why/detail about this)
Whereas today disease is
prevented through… This
is because…(give reason
why/detail about this)

